Final Rule Stakeholder Call

Topic: Updates on the Systemic Assessment, Provider Self-Assessment, and Recent KDADS/KDHE Project Team

03/21/2018

Noon call (51 participants on the line)

1. Connie: Families who are in the process of considering residential placement for son/daughter leaving school, any thought about training for families to assess settings they are considering. Checklist or anything for training?
   a. Cindy: Haven’t looked at that specifically, but I think there is merit in looking at this. There are materials out there that will help families make educated decisions based on Final Rule for compliant residential placement.

2. Connie: Families Together worked with Kansas Infant-Toddlers Services, there is a workbook called Step Ahead at Age 3 to help transition from early intervention services to preschool, and talks about things families might look at for different settings, has space to keep notes about places they’ve visited, might be helpful for families navigating the process with older family members who have disabilities.
   a. Cindy: I think that sounds good, make sure CEI captures in notes.
      i. Here is the link for Step Ahead at Age 3

Adjourn

Evening Call (4 participants on the line)

1. None
   a. None

Adjourn